Distinct Spatiotemporal Response Properties of Excitatory Versus Inhibitory Neurons in the Mouse Auditory Cortex
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Abstract

In the auditory system, early neural stations such as brain stem are characterized by strict tonotopy, which is used to deconstruct sounds to their basic frequencies. But higher along the auditory hierarchy, as early as primary auditory cortex (A1), tonotopy starts breaking down at local circuits. Here, we studied the response properties of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the auditory cortex of anesthetized mice. We used in vivo two photon-targeted cell-attached recordings from identified parvalbumin-positive neurons (PVNs) and their excitatory pyramidal neighbors (PyrNs). We show that PyrNs are locally heterogeneous as characterized by diverse best frequencies, pairwise signal correlations, and response timing. In marked contrast, neighboring PVNs exhibited homogenous response properties in pairwise signal correlations and temporal responses. The distinct physiological microarchitecture of different cell types is maintained qualitatively in response to natural sounds. Excitatory heterogeneity and inhibitory homogeneity within the same circuit suggest different roles for each population in coding natural stimuli.
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Introduction

The functional organization of the brain has been studied since the early days of modern neuroscience (Mountcastle 1957; Hubel and Wiesel 1962). One type of physiological arrangement is topographic organization in which a feature of a stimulus (e.g. spatial location, sound frequency) is represented, or mapped, in a continuous manner across a specific brain area. The most extensively studied topographic maps are “inherited” from the periphery, where neighboring receptors share similar receptive fields that vary smoothly across the surface of the receptor organ. For example, the topographic arrangement of photoreceptors in the retina, which are sensitive to specific locations in the visual field, is inherited by downstream circuits along the visual pathway, including cortical areas. In the auditory system, early stations such as cochlea and brain stem are organized tonotopically. Tonotopic maps represent best frequencies (BFs) and originate from the arrangement of hair cells along the organ of Corti (Rubel and Fritzsch 2002).

Higher along the sensory hierarchy, the topographic maps that represent the periphery so strictly are often less stringent (Ohki et al. 2005; Sato et al. 2007). In audition, for example, tonotopy starts breaking down as early as primary auditory cortex (A1), such that neighboring neurons are often functionally heterogeneous (Goldstein et al. 1970; Goldstein and Abeles 1975; Hromadka et al. 2008; Bandyopadhyay et al. 2010; Rothschild et al. 2010). This heterogeneous microarchitecture is consistent with the argument that neurons in A1 are more than just frequency detectors like neurons in the cochlea and brain stem (Nelken
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Materials and Methods

Animals and Surgical Procedure

All experimental procedures used in this study were approved by the Hebrew University Animal Care and Use Committee. PV-Cre (Hippenmeyer et al. 2005) and a Cre-dependent tdTomato reporter strain – Ai9 (Madisen et al. 2010) were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory. A total of 14 10–12 week-old PV-Cre, Ai9 double-heterozygous female mice (PV × Ai9) were used. 10 animals were used for the frequency response (FRA) experiment and 4 animals for the natural stimuli experiment. Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine and medetomidine (0.80 and 0.65 mg/kg, respectively) and a subcutaneous injection of Carprofen (4 mg/kg). Additionally, dextrose-saline was injected to prevent dehydration. Experiments lasted up to 8 h. The depth of anesthesia was assessed by monitoring the pinch withdrawal reflex. Ketamine/medetomidine was added to maintain the depth of anesthesia. The animal’s rectal temperature was monitored continuously and maintained at 36 ± 1°C. For imaging and recording, a custom-made metal pin was glued to the skull using dental cement and connected to a custom stage to allow precise positioning of the head relative to the speaker (-facing the right ear). The muscle overlying the left auditory cortex was removed, and a craniotomy (~2 × 2 mm) was performed over A1 (coordinates, 2.3 mm posterior and 4.2 mm lateral to bregma) as described previously (Stiebler et al. 1997; Cohen et al. 2011).

Imaging and Electrophysiology

Cell-attached recordings were obtained using targeted patch-clamp recording by a previously described procedure (Margrie et al. 2003; Judkewitz et al. 2009; Cohen and Mizrahi 2015). For visualization, the electrode was filled with a green fluorescent dye (Alexa Flour-488; 50 μM). Imaging of A1 was performed using an Ultima two-photon microscope from Prairie Technologies equipped with a x16 water-immersion objective lens (0.8 numerical aperture; CF175; Nikon). Two-photon excitation of the electrode and somata was used at 930 nm (DeepSee femtosec laser; Spectraphysics). The recording depths of cell somata were restricted to subpial depths of 180–420 μm, documented by the multiphoton imaging. Spike waveform analysis was performed on all recorded cells (as in Cohen and Mizrahi 2015), verifying that tdTomato+ cells in L2/3 had faster/narrower spikes relative to tdTomato-negative (tdTomato-) cells (Figure S1B, bottom).

Auditory Stimuli

Ultrasound vocalizations (USVs) and wriggling calls (WCs) were recorded with a one-quarter inch microphone (Bruel & Kjaer) from P4-P5 PV × Ai9 pups (N = 3). Vocalizations were sampled at 500 kHz and identified offline (Digidata 1322 A; Molecular Devices). The auditory stimuli were presented in a free-field configuration, using an electrostatic loudspeaker driver and a programmable attenuator (ED1, PA5, Tucker Davis Technologies). The loudspeaker (ESI) was placed ~10 cm from the right ear of the mouse. The FRA protocol was comprised from 18 pure tones (100 ms duration, 3 ms ON and OFF linear ramps) logarithmically spaced and presented at four sound pressure levels (72–42 dB SPL). Each stimulus/intensity combination was presented 12 times at a rate of 1.4 Hz (total of 864 stimuli presented in random order). The natural call protocol was composed of USVs and WCs, played-back at 3 sound pressure levels (SPL; 72–52 dB).
Data Analysis

Data analysis and statistics were performed using custom-written code in MATLAB (MathWorks). The raw voltage traces were high-pass filtered (using either a custom-designed filter in MATLAB’s FDA Tool or the Axioclamp’s built-in filter at 100 Hz cut-off). Spikes were extracted from these filtered traces by thresholding. Spike times were then assigned to the local peaks of suprathreshold segments and rounded to the nearest millisecond. For each cell, we obtained a peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH, binned at 1 ms) and determined the 100 ms response window. The response window was determined by a sliding window searching for the maximal response integral following stimulus onset (mean onset ± std was 8.8 ± 17 ms). Based on this response window, we extracted the cell’s frequency-response area (FRA). Signal correlations ($r_{sw}$) were calculated as Pearson correlation between FRAs matrices. Temporal correlations were calculated as Pearson correlations between PSTHs within a time window of 100 ms preceding stimulus onset to 150 ms following stimulus offset.

“Neighboring neurons” were defined as being closer than 250 micron apart. For each cell we calculated seven parameters, as follows. (1) Best frequency (BF) is the tone frequency that elicited the strongest response averaged across all intensities. (2) The BF evoked response is the maximum increase in spike rates (evoked—spontaneous) across all frequency-intensity combinations. (3) The spontaneous firing rate of the cell was calculated based on the average of all 100 ms preceding each stimulus presentation. (4) The “pure-tone selectivity” of the cell is the % of all frequency-intensity combinations that evoked significant response (determined by a Mann–Whitney U test of firing rates in the “response window” compared with spontaneous firing rate, on a trial by trial basis). The selectivity index was corrected for multiple comparisons by subtracting the maximal expected number of false alarms (72 × 0.05 = 3.6) from the total number of detected evoked stimuli. Therefore, the new value of response selectivity is ([#significant stimuli – 3.6]/ # stimuli) × 100. (5) Response latency is the first time point after stimulus onset at which the average spike count across all frequency-intensity combinations exceeded 2 SDs of the baseline spike rate. (6) Time to peak is the time point after stimulus onset at which average spike count (across all frequency-intensity combinations) reached maximum. (7) Response Fano factor is the measure for response reliability. For each stimulus we calculated response reliability as the evoked firing rate variance between trials divided by the square of the average firing rate. The response Fano factor of the cell is the average of this measure, across all stimuli.

For the natural stimuli protocol, response windows were determined as the 60 ms following syllable onset. Based on this response window, we extracted the cell’s “syllable-selectivity.” The selectivity of the cell is the % of all syllable-intensity combinations that evoked a significant response (determined by a Mann–Whitney U test of firing rates in the “response window” compared with spontaneous firing rate, on a trial by trial basis). Selectivity was calculated for WCs and USVs separately. These measurements were used for the selectivity analysis shown in supplemental figure S5. Temporal correlations were calculated as Pearson correlations between PSTHs of the full calls.

Unless explicitly stated, we used a Mann–Whitney U test for all comparisons and mean ±/− std in the graphs and text. Significance was accepted at $P < 0.05$.

Results

Functional Organization of L2/3 PVNs and Pyramidal Neurons Using TPTP

To evaluate the functional organization of inhibitory versus excitatory neurons in primary auditory cortex we used in vivo TPTP recordings (Margrie et al. 2003). We chose TPTP because it is a method with high signal to noise ratio of spike detection as well as high spatial resolution (Fig 1; Fig S1). We recorded spiking activity from neurons in L2/3 of mice expressing tdTomato in parvalbumin neurons (PVNs; Fig S1C). As we have previously shown in these mice, tdTomato-positive neurons are PVNs and tdTomato-negative neurons are predominantly pyramidal neurons (PyrNs) (Cohen and Mizrahi 2015). We carried out spike waveform analysis on all recorded cells, thus verifying that tdTomato$^+_n$ cells in L2/3 had faster/narrower spikes relative to tdTomato$^-_n$ cells (Figure S1B). Under ketamine anesthesia and two-photon guidance, we targeted sequentially both PVNs and PyrNs, while monitoring the precise distances between neurons. We recorded spiking responses to 18 pure-tone stimuli (3–40 kHz) at four attenuations (from 42 to 72 dB SPL). Only neurons that had tone-evoked response (determined by a two sample t-test) were included in our dataset (51–PyrNs; 59–PVNs; $N = 10$ mice). PyrNs had low spontaneous firing rates (range: 0–2.1 Hz; mean ± std: 0.4 ± 0.4 Hz) and shorter latencies to respond (range: 14–138 ms; mean ± std: 31 ± 18 ms). PVNs had significantly higher spontaneous firing rate (range: 0.6–8 Hz; mean ± std: 1.4 ± 1.4 Hz) and shorter latencies to respond (range: 13–32 ms; mean ± std: 20 ± 4 ms) as compared with PyrNs (Mann–Whitney U test: $P < 0.001$ for both comparisons). Given these physiological properties and following post-hoc histology (Fig S1C), we verified that recordings were from primary auditory cortex, which is denoted here as A1 but may actually represent either A1 or AAF (Tsukano et al. 2016). Figure 1 shows all FRAs and several raster plots from a representative example experiment in which we recorded from 8 PVNs and 4 PyrNs within <250 microns of each other.

Tone-evoked response profiles varied widely within the local circuit, particularly for PyrNs. For example, the neighboring PyrNs in Figure 1 marked as #1 and #3 had best frequencies (BF) separated by 1.3 octaves (Fig 1c,d; cell #1: BF = 21.7 kHz; cell #3: BF = 8.7 kHz). In search for local tonotopy we plotted the difference in BF as a function of the distance between all pairs of PyrNs. We found no significant relationship between pairwise BF and distances lower than 250 μm (Fig 2a, PyrNs; $R^2 = 0.05, P = 0.052$) implying no tonotopy at the fine scale. In three out of the ten animals we recorded from two distinct penetration sites along the rostro-caudal axis of the auditory cortex. Pairs with larger inter-cell distances revealed clear and significant tonotopy (Fig 5D,E; $R^2 = 0.15, P < 0.001$). Thus, and consistent with previous reports (see discussion), the auditory cortex of the mouse is tonotopic at a coarse scale, but tonotopy is not robust at finer scale (here <250 μm). In contrast to PyrNs, PVNs did show significant relationship between pairwise BF and pairwise distance between neurons ($R^2 = 0.1, P < 0.001$; Fig 2a, PVNs). Thus, the tonotopy of PVNs at coarse scale was also maintained at fine scale (Fig 5D,E; $R^2 = 0.09 P < 0.001$).

BF is only one descriptor of the neuron’s response profile, which does not reflect the true breadth of response in amplitude and across frequencies. To analyze functional microarchitecture based on a more comprehensive representation of the physiological response, we calculated pairwise signal correlations ($r_{sw}$). As expected from the high local BF scatter,
neighboring PyrNs also had highly heterogeneous FRAs (Fig. 2b). Overall, PyrNs were found to have a low but still positively skewed distribution of response profiles (mean $r_{sc} = 0.12 \pm 0.24$). Strikingly, PVNs exhibited much more homogeneous FRAs, 3–4 times higher than their PyrN neighbors (mean $r_{sc} = 0.4 \pm 0.19; P < 10^{-14}$; Fig. 2b). To exclude the possibility that the high $r_{sc}$ of PVNs stem from their intrinsic properties, we tested whether $r_{sc}$ across groups depended on evoked firing rate, response selectivity and reliability. Although these parameters were all significantly different between cell types, they could not explain the distinct $r_{sc}$ distributions (Fig. S2). Thus, the high $r_{sc}$ values of PVNs reflected true similarity in

Figure 1. Mapping local circuits with two photon targeted patch (TPTP). (a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup for TPTP. (b) Representative two-photon micrograph (projection image of 120 microns) of tdTomato+ cells (red) and the recording electrode (Alexa Fluor-488, green). The locations of the 12 recorded neurons are marked by circles (tdTomato+ cells) or triangles (tdTomato- cells). (c) FRAs of all recorded neurons. Each FRA is drawn at the location of the neuron from which it was derived. (d) Raster plots and peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) in response to pure tones of two representative PyrNs (top, cells #1,3) and two representative PVNs (bottom, cells #2,4) from the circuit shown in c. Gray bars indicate the time of stimulus presentation (100 ms).
Since our mapping method is based on electrophysiology, we could test how response timing relates to the spatial position and how each subpopulation orchestrates its sensory responses over time. To do so, we first divided the spiking responses of each neuron into 20 ms time bins, thus splitting the full FRA into multiple temporal-FRA matrices for each neuron (Fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows the average pairwise $r_{sc}$ between temporal FRAs within all time bins before and after auditory stimulation. Following the first 20 ms after stimulus onset PyrNs had positive yet low and insignificant similarity, which receded completely by 60 ms after stimulus onset (Fig. 3b; green bars). PVNs similarity peaked fast and remained correlated from stimulus onset and up to 60 ms after stimulus offset (Fig. 3b; magenta bars).

Second, we calculated the correlation between peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs). PSTHs of neighboring PyrNs were low (Fig. 3c; PyrNs) and showed no change with distance between the cells (Fig. 3d; $R^2 = 0.004$, $P = 0.56$). Notably, PyrNs with similar FRAs tended to be more correlated in time as well (Fig. 3c; $R^2 = 0.12$, $P = 0.001$). PSTH correlations between neighboring PVNs were significantly higher than those of PyrNs (Fig. 3c), were also not correlated with distance (Fig. 3d; $R^2 = 0.01$, $P = 0.16$), but were correlated with FRA similarity values (Fig. 3c; $R^2 = 0.08$, $P < 0.001$). Consistent with previous studies, PVNs had shorter latencies (20 ± 4 ms), and peaked faster (24 ± 6.6 ms) as compared with PyrNs (31 ± 18 ms; 36.8 ± 23.8 ms; $P < 0.001$ for both comparisons; Moore and Wehr 2013; Li et al. 2014; Cohen and Mizrahi 2015). As expected from their higher temporal correlations, latency and time to peak of the PVNs had significantly lower variability as compared with PyrNs (Fig. S4). Thus, PVNs within a local circuit behave as a homogeneous cohort not only in their responses to sound frequency and amplitude, but also over time.

**Response Properties of Neighboring Neurons in the Temporal Domain**

The precision of spike timing has large implications to the neural code in general and to the auditory system in particular (Gutig and Sompolinsky 2006; David and Shamma 2013; McDermott et al. 2013; Gao and Wehr 2015). Since our mapping method is based on electrophysiology, we could test how response timing relates to the spatial position and how each subpopulation orchestrates its sensory responses over time. To do so, we first divided the spiking responses of each neuron into 20 ms time bins, thus splitting the full FRA into multiple temporal-FRA matrices for each neuron (Fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows the average pairwise $r_{sc}$ between temporal FRAs within all time bins before and after auditory stimulation. Following the first 20 ms after stimulus onset PyrNs had positive yet low and insignificant similarity, which receded completely by 60 ms after stimulus onset (Fig. 3b; green bars). PVNs similarity peaked fast and remained correlated from stimulus onset and up to 60 ms after stimulus offset (Fig. 3b; magenta bars).

Second, we calculated the correlation between peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs). PSTHs of neighboring PyrNs were low (Fig. 3c; PyrNs) and showed no change with distance between the cells (Fig. 3d; $R^2 = 0.004$, $P = 0.56$). Notably, PyrNs with similar FRAs tended to be more correlated in time as well (Fig. 3c; $R^2 = 0.12$, $P = 0.001$). PSTH correlations between neighboring PVNs were significantly higher than those of PyrNs (Fig. 3c), were also not correlated with distance (Fig. 3d; $R^2 = 0.01$, $P = 0.16$), but were correlated with FRA similarity values (Fig. 3c; $R^2 = 0.08$, $P < 0.001$). Consistent with previous studies, PVNs had shorter latencies (20 ± 4 ms), and peaked faster (24 ± 6.6 ms) as compared with PyrNs (31 ± 18 ms; 36.8 ± 23.8 ms; $P < 0.001$ for both comparisons; Moore and Wehr 2013; Li et al. 2014; Cohen and Mizrahi 2015). As expected from their higher temporal correlations, latency and time to peak of the PVNs had significantly lower variability as compared with PyrNs (Fig. S4). Thus, PVNs within a local circuit behave as a homogeneous cohort not only in their responses to sound frequency and amplitude, but also over time.

**Spatial Organization and Natural Stimuli**

Pure tones are oversimplified stimuli lacking the complexity of real world soundscapes. We therefore investigated whether the distinct architecture of PVNs and PyrNs is a feature that will be qualitatively maintained in response to natural sounds as well. We chose pup vocalizations as the test for natural stimuli because these are sounds mice encounter in real life, even in laboratory conditions (Neuuebel et al. 2015). We used two different vocalizations that span a wide...
frequency range – ultrasonic vocalizations (USV: > 20 kHz; Sewell 1970) and wriggling calls (WC: 3–20 kHz; Geissler and Ehret 2002) at three different intensities (52–72 dB SPL). Figure 4 shows one such experiment where we sequentially patched from 11 PVNs and 10 PyrNs in the same local circuit (Fig. 4a). Spiking responses of PVNs and PyrNs to natural sounds were strikingly different. PVNs were significantly more responsive and more promiscuous in their response to syllables within a sentence and the sentence as a whole (Fig. 4b; Fig. 5A, B).

To test whether neighboring neurons responded similarly to natural calls, we calculated pairwise correlations based on the response PSTH of each cell to both calls. Response properties of neighboring PVNs were positively correlated while those of neighboring PyrNs were not, as exemplified by the correlation matrices of the 21 neurons of Figure 4 (Fig. 4c). Across the data

Figure 3. Distinct temporal profiles of local PVNs and PyrNs. (a) Temporal FRAs of all PyrNs (top panel, cells 1–4) and PVNs (bottom panel, cells 5–12) in one representative circuit from which these 12 neurons were recorded (same circuit shown in Fig. 1). Temporal segments of the FRAs are shown in sequential 20 milliseconds bins (columns) and are normalized to the maximal response across time, independently for each cell. The full FRA for each cell (calculated from 100 ms window) is shown on the right column. (b) rs values between temporal FRAs of all neighboring PyrNs (green bars, n = 80 pairs) and PVNs (magenta bars, n = 129 pairs). Bars show means ± SEM. Gray area indicates the time of the stimulus. The significance of correlations between PVNs or PyrNs and their shuffled FRAs is shown next to the bars (Mann–Whitney U-test; * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001). Colored lines corresponding to rs values of the local circuit shown in a. (c) Distribution histograms of the pairwise PSTH similarity among PyrNs (green solid line; 0.17 ± 0.2) and among PVNs (magenta solid line; 0.44 ± 0.2). PSTH correlations are significantly different between the groups (Mann–Whitney test: P < 0.001). Distributions for shuffled PSTHs are around zero and similar between groups (dashed lines). (d) Pairwise PSTH similarity values as a function of inter-neuronal distance of all pairs in the dataset. Lines indicate the best linear fit. None of the subpopulations show significant decrease with distance. (e) Scatter plot showing a significant correlation between pairwise rs and PSTHs for pairs of PyrNs (green triangles) and pair of PVNs (magenta circles); linear fits - PyrNs: R² = 0.12, P = 0.001; PVNs: R² = 0.08, P < 0.001.
PyrNs: \( n = 109 \) pairs; PVNs: \( n = 110 \) pairs; \( N = 4 \) mice), PVNs were significantly more homogeneous in their responses to vocalizations as compared with their PyrN neighbors (pairwise PSTH correlations; PyrNs: 0.11 ± 0.12; PVNs: 0.34 ± 0.2; Mann–Whitney \( U \) test: \( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 4d). This difference was also expressed in the tendency of neighboring neurons to respond to the same syllable in the sentence (PyrNs: 30 ± 22% cells/syllable; PVNs: 51 ± 30% cells/syllable; \( P < 0.001 \); Fig. 5a). Thus,
qualitatively, the distinct functional organization found for pure tones holds true in response to natural stimuli.

Lastly, we analyzed the relationship between different cell types sharing the same neighborhood. Inter-neuronal distance and response similarity to natural calls were not correlated in both cell types (Fig. 5b). However, PVNs and PyrNs were co-
tuned to similar syllables (Fig. 5c). For a given syllable, if a PyrN in the circuit responded to it, PVNs were also responsive to that syllable. Thus, PVNs seem to “enclose” within their response properties the full breadth of neighboring PyrN responses.

Discussion

Brain mapping has gone a long way from the classical mapping of single neurons with extracellular electrodes to the more modern optical techniques (Mountcastle 1957; Hubel and Wiesel 1962; Ohki et al. 2005). Yet, all methods have their advantages and disadvantages. It is therefore important to synthesize findings across studies. Our mapping of PyrNs using TPTP shows heterogeneous architecture at local scale. This finding supports previous two-photon calcium imaging studies, which used synthetic dyes as reporters (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2010; Rothschild et al. 2010). Our data seem to contrast with another Ca2+ imaging work arguing that neighboring neurons’ responses are highly similar (Issa et al. 2014). However, those measurements used GCamp3 as an indicator, which does not detect single spikes so critical in our paper could be biased to neurons with higher spike rates missing sparsely responsive neurons and resulting in an under-
estimation of the true depth of cortical heterogeneity. Indeed, pairs with high firing rates often result in higher average correlation (Fig. S2). In addition, calcium imaging does not have the temporal resolution needed to dissect out the windows of correlation we study here (100ms windows). The different temporal resolution between imaging and electrophysiology may also be a source of discrepancy.

While imaging provides superb spatial resolution to resolve single neurons (Ohki et al. 2005; Kerr and Denk 2008), it still suffers from poor reliability of spike detection. Calcium transients cannot be validated as spikes across the whole population and they are never validated for all individual experiments. In fact, variability in spike detection could be a source of bias that will skew mapping towards neurons with higher spiking activity or other patterns of spiking profiles. In auditory cortex, where responses are sparse and evoked firing rates are often low (Hromadka et al. 2008), biases due to imaging can become large. TPTP is not biased to specific cell types and has perfect spike detection. Thus, our data supports the argument that neighboring PyrNs can be heterogeneous. At the same time, we show that the PVN population is more homogeneous than PyrNs.

PVNs in the Auditory Cortex

Sensory responses of inhibitory neurons in the auditory cortex have been studied using various techniques and in various species. The initial descriptions of PVNs in the auditory cortex based on electrophysiological recordings in cats where they were described as having thin spikes (commonly referred to as “fast spikers”; De Ribaupierre et al. 1972). Given that PVNs are only about 10% of all neurons in the circuit (Hu et al. 2014), the absolute number of cells that could be recorded in single animals using blind methods was relatively small. Despite the small numbers, these cells were categorized as having high spontaneous and evoked firing rates (De Ribaupierre et al. 1972). Later on, the fast-spike signature in extracellular recordings was used to detect these cells with relative ease. In the cat, PVNs were shown to have short latencies, high temporal precision and broader spectral integration (Atencio and Schreiner 2008). It became increasingly clear that PVNs and PyrNs are physiologically distinct.

In the past decade, the mouse auditory system is gaining popularity as a model system. Mouse genetics offers new opportunities to target specific cell types with high specificity (Luo et al. 2008). With regard to inhibitory subtypes, mice expressing Cre recombinase in PVNs were one of the first preparations available for interneuron experimentation (Hippenmeyer et al.

Figure 5. Distinct functional organization in responses to natural stimuli. (a) Percent of neighboring PyrNs (green bar) and PVNs (magenta bar) which evoked significant responses to a specific syllable (mean±SEM. Man–Whitney U-test; *** P < 0.001). (b) Pairwise PSTH correlation values as a function of pairwise distance between PyrNs (green triangles) and PVNs (magenta circles). Lines indicate the best linear fit (PyrNs: R² = 0.01, P = 0.32; PVNs: R² = 0.01, P = 0.29). (c) Scatter plot showing linear dependency of average syllable evoked firing rate of neighboring PyrNs and its PVN neighbors (<250 microns of each other). Each marker corresponds to the average circuit response for one syllable in the sentence. The “average syllable FR” was computed for each syllable as the average firing rate across all the local cells recorded. Therefore, for each mouse there are 26 markers representing the 26 syllables. Different markers correspond to different mice. Neurons shown in Figure 4 are represented as squares. Lines indicate the best linear fit (R² = 0.64, P < 0.001).
Using this mouse line, PVNs have been studied in numerous brain regions and various methods (Hu et al. 2014). In A1, channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) assisted targeting of PVNs initially showed that PVNs are, surprisingly, narrowly tuned (Moore and Wehr 2013). Later, however, loose patch recordings using TPTP showed that PVNs are broadly tuned compared with PyrNs (Cohen and Mizrahi 2015; Li et al. 2015). The source of these discrepancies may be due to the level of spatial resolution obtained by the two different targeting and recording methods. Our results here support the latter observations. Broadly tuned PVNs reside in local circuits and are intertwined with PyrNs that are narrowly tuned. This result holds true regardless of the average BF of the local circuit and also for natural sounds. As methods improve, the detailed inhibitory landscape of the cortex continues to be discovered.

PVNs: Different Circuits, Same Function?

We found that PVNs in the auditory cortex are locally homogenous. This homogeneity in space and time leads us to argue that the PVNs react nonspecifically to the general activity that is being processed by the local circuitry. To a large extent, these findings were already inferred following connectivity mapping experiments in somatosensory cortex, showing dense PyrN-to-PVN synaptic connectivity (Pala and Petersen 2015) and high PVN-to-PVN electrical coupling (Galaretta and Hestrin 2002). Moreover, imaging in the visual cortex strengthened this hypothesis. Using in vivo imaging in V1 of the mouse, Hofer and colleagues found higher pairwise correlation between neighboring PVNs as compared with neighboring PyrNs (Hofer et al. 2011). Scholl and colleagues used calcium imaging in V1 to measure the physiological similarity in the representation of binocular disparity. They compared between similarity of individual PVNs or individual excitatory neurons to their neighboring neuronal populations. PVNs had disparity selectivity bias that matched that of the local population activity (Scholl et al. 2015). These two papers suggest a similar (i.e., general) function for PVNs for different computations in the same network. Our data supports an argument that there is a similar role for PVNs in different cortical networks. In fact, this argument may extend beyond the cortex. PVNs in completely different brain regions, like the olfactory bulb and entorhinal cortex, show similar results. For example, olfactory bulb PVNs have relatively wide receptive fields and are involved in functions that sense the general activity within the local network (Kato et al. 2013; Miyamichi et al. 2013; Buetfering et al. 2014).

Given that PVNs in A1 are broadly tuned and are highly coherent, they are poised to function globally and in a powerful way. Global functions may take multiple forms. For example, normalization has been suggested as a canonical global computation (Carandini and Heeger 2013). In the auditory cortex, PVNs could mediate spectro-temporal contrast gain control (Rabinowitz et al. 2012). Another example for a global function is neuromodulation. Indeed, PVNs were shown to play a key role in relaying neuromodulatory information in associative fear learning (Letzkus et al. 2011) and in context-dependent neuromodulation (Cohen and Mizrahi 2015). Moreover, PVNs have been shown to modulate the local activity when the animals are in different cognitive states (Zhou et al. 2014; Schneider et al. 2014). Taken together, the PVN population has highly promiscuous responses to both simple and complex sounds, presumably being sensitive to the general activity in the network and, as a result, well positioned to function globally. Yet, global is a relative concept. Despite their promiscuity and homogenous organization, PVNs can provide different types of inhibition (e.g., division or subtraction), depending on the local network properties (Seybold et al. 2015).

Cortical Space and the Temporal Code

Using TPTP we could extract the precise temporal structure of neuronal responses. Precise spike timing has large implications to the neural code in the auditory system (David and Shamma 2013; McDermott et al. 2013; Gao and Wehr 2015). In particular, the precise timing of inhibition is known to be extremely efficient in cessation (or relief) of spiking activity of excitatory neurons (Wehr and Zador 2003; Isaacson and Scanziani 2011; Letzkus et al. 2015). We show that PyrNs are temporally diverse at the fine scale. Thus, the neural code carried by local PyrNs is even sparser than suggested by spectral responsiveness alone. In complete contrast, PVNs remain correlated throughout sensory stimulation (Fig. 3). These results suggest that one possible mechanism for the efficient inhibition in A1 is the correlated activity of the inhibitory neighbors.

The spectro-temporal homogeneity of PVNs may have a large impact on the temporal sensitivity of PyrNs. For example, neurons in A1 are known to be sensitive to the recent history of the stimulus—a phenomenon known as stimulus specific adaptation (SSA; Ulanovsky et al. 2003; Hershchoren et al. 2014). In SSA, the responses to frequently-presented stimuli decrease, while responses to rare stimuli are hardly affected. Inhibition could conceivably play a role in such processes. Indeed, PVNs have recently been shown to contribute to SSA by inhibiting, nonspecifically, the response of PyrNs to both frequent and rare stimuli (Natan et al. 2015).

Heterogeneous and Homogenous Circuits as Substrates for Plasticity

Brain maps are able to and often do change in response to experience (Dragoi et al. 2001; Rosenezweig et al. 2003; Feldman and Brecht 2005; Schreiner and Polley 2014). Even simple association of specific frequencies with reward or punishment can alter the response properties of single neurons and the gross tonotopic map in A1 (Recanzone et al. 1993; Rutkowski and Weinberger 2005). Moreover, neurons in A1 can rapidly adjust their receptive field while engaged in a behavioral task, most likely due to top-down influences (Fitz et al. 2003; Yin et al. 2014). It has already been hypothesized that heterogeneous microarchitectures can be advantageous for experience-dependent plasticity at the circuit level (Stettler and Axel 2009). In a locally heterogeneous circuit, where every neuron has immediate access to diverse sets of inputs, synaptic strengthening or weakening can have immediate impact on receptive fields without the need for dramatic rewiring. This principle could be useful when the brain learns to process natural sounds that are comprised of diverse frequency components (Theunissen and Elie 2014). In mothers, for example, responses of PyrNs to the natural calls emitted by pups are enhanced. Strikingly, this plasticity is channeled via changes in the inhibition/excitation balance of the local circuit (Marlin et al. 2015; Elyada and Mizrahi 2015). The homogeneous architecture of PVNs intertwined within heterogeneous networks of PyrNs could be one substrate for such plastic changes to occur fast and reliably.
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Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.oxfordjournals.org/
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